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by Dan Smith
The Dana Hall of Science and 
the Technology Building are 
scheduled to be completely 
renovated, along with the addi­
tion of a new wing on the Tech 
Building. This is all part of the 
new Connecticut Technology 
Institute.
The 1978 Long Range Plan 
stated the University’s mission as 
one to “serve the region’s higher
Third Annual 
Freshman Debate
by Robin Kumtz
and Matthew Schwartz
The third annual Freshman 
debate was held Tuesday, Octo­
ber 4th in the Student Center. 
All seven candidates, five for 
president and two for Vice- 
President, made innovative 
statements.
Assistant Dean of Student 
Life Paul DeGennaro, who was 
chairperson of the debate, asked 
the candidates three questions 
they had already prepared for 
and a surprise question. The first 
question was: How do you plan 
to deal with the raise in the 
drinking age and what will you 
do for non-drinking freshmen?
Lynn Sauler, a vice presiden­
tial candidate, stated that every 
function should be open to all 
students. Fran Sanzo, a vice 
presidential candidate, said that 
drinking is not essential to have a 
good time and suggested more 
involvement in parties that don’t 
emphasize alchohol.
The five presidential candi­
dates had various ideas. George 
Christakos suggested a non 
alcoholic pub and all night 
movies. Wallace Mchenny 3rd 
suggested a theme society and a
freshman formal dance. Steve 
Wolk mentioned a non-alcholic 
pub for underage students and a 
non-alchoholic mixer. John  
Lianntti, who is running with 
Fran Sanzo, suggested day-trips 
and  o p en  m ixers . R in a  
Capodieci stated that her main 
concern was the interest of the 
students that can’t drink. She 
suggested theme mixers such as 
a Country Fair Mixer
The second question was: If 
elected, what will you do to 
create enthusiasm for the 
freshman class? Sauler mention­
ed competitive events between 
classes and freshman class 
T-shirts to create unity. Sanzo 
stressed the input of die entire 
class planning an event.
Christakos suggested special 
events for freshmen, such as a 
fair. Mchenny metioned a 
theme day with a float and 
games. Wolk suggested a fair 
with different booths. Lianntti 
streesed the importance of get­
ting people to go to class 
meetings. Capodieci suggested 
events with prizes and surveys 
prior to events to assure their) 
success.
The third question was: what, 
is the most favorable aspect at 
UB and what is the most un­
favorable? Sau ler, Sanzo , 
Christakos and Wolk stated that 
they felt the friendly atmosphere 
at UB was a plus because you 
get to know more people and 
you get to know your professors 
on a more personal level. 
Mchenny said the location of the 
school, it’s proximity to Long 
Island Sound, was UB’s best 
feature. Lianntti mentioned the 
co-op program. Capodieci also 
mentioned the location.
All the candidates except 
Mchhenny and Lianntti listed 
tflfe Universitie’s surrounding 
area and the crime rate as cons. 
They also expressed a need for 
more security on campus. The 
other two candidates, Mchenny 
and Lianntti, felt that students 
going home on weekends was a 
drawback.
The suprise question to which 
each candidate was given a two 
minute limit for response, was: 
what plans do you have for the 
freshman class on UB day? 
Capodieci suggested events 
against other classes. The other 
candidates all suggested fair 
related activities such as games 
and booths run by the freshman 
class. Sanzo suggested the idea 
of dressing up and Mchenny' 
suggested a class float.
educational needs—that is, to 
educate the region’s future...” 
On June 9  the formation of CT1 
was announced at a press con­
ference. At that conference, 
President Miles stated “South­
western Connecticut is now a 
nationally recognized high tech­
nology industrial region. A 
strong, diversified technology 
institute is now vital to the future 
of this region. To fulfill that 
need, the Connecticut Technol­
ogy Institute is being formed.”
CTI consists of four inter­
related units:
• College of Science and En­
gineering, the basic science and 
engineering academ ic unit 
which contains all science and 
engineering faculty members 
and which grants undergraduate 
s c ie n c e  and en g in e erin g  
degrees.
• Graduate School of Sci­
ence and Engineering, the 
academic unit, consisting of 
some faculty from the C SE, 
which teaches graduate courses 
and awards graduate degrees.
• CTI Research Corporation, 
a financially self-sustaining con­
tract research organization.
• T e c h n o lo g y  B u s in e ss  
Development Unit, an entity for 
assisting new entrepreneurial 
technology corporations.
On the undergraduate level, 
the Science and Engineering 
programs will probably remain 
relatively untouched. According 
to Richard F. Hill, Dean of C SE, 
there will be new majors only at 
the graduate level. Serious con­
sideration is being given to a 
Masters in Computer Science, 
Computer Engineering and 
Manufacturing Engineering. 
Looking farther into the future, 
HiU foresees developing a doc­
toral program involving Com- 
•, puter Science/Engineering.
•• CTI will be adding a new 
computer system. Hill wants to 
have terminals easily accessible 
to students and faculty. He feels 
this will require a ratio of at the 
• most three students to every ter­
minal. In addition a computer
teaching classroom with 25 per 
sonal computers is in the plan 
ning stages. All this will be 
hooked into the current school 
computers. The price tag on this 
computer system is approxi 
mately $ 1 .5  million. Also to be 
built is a $1 million Computer 
Aided Design teaching lab in­
tegrated with the new CTI com­
puter system and a $ 250 ,000  
integrated Computer Aided Sci­
ence Lab. The first phase of the ' 
computer system should be seen 
by the Summer of 1985.
Both Dana and Tech are to be 
completely renovated. In addi 
tion a new 5 0 ,0 0 0  square foot 
wing will be added to Tech be­
tween Tech and Dana. The 
wing is likely to be either three or 
five floors. A covered walkway 
will probably connect Dana and 
Tech. Work will probably begin 
this academic year, but whether 
this involves renovations or new 
construction at the first stage is 
undecided. The total building 
project should take one or two 
years and $ 1 2 .5  million to com­
plete. According to Hill, “there 
will be “disruption” of classes, 
especially the labs. Most classes 
can be moved to other Univer 
sity buildings such as the busi­
ness school, but Hill stated the 
school “must maintain labora­
tory activities within the 
building.”
The total cost of the CTI 
development program is $25 
million. This includes the 
building costs, new computer 
system, scientific equipment, 
facu lty  d evelop m en t and 
increasing the scholarship fund. 
Seven new faculty members 
were added this September.
Vice President of University 
Relations John Martin is in 
charge of raising the $25  million 
required. (See related story 
page 3). Martin stated “we are 
just about ready to launch a ma­
jor new capital campaign . . . 
the primary focus of that cam­
paigning will be to raise $25 
million for CTI.” Martin added 
“(local) industry is very in­
terested.”
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2 0 0  Attend 
International 
Student Reception
John Martin: 
Campaigning 
f o r U B
by Robin Kurtz
Close to 200  international 
students, many in colorful native 
attire, were present at the wel- 
«t come reception given for inter­
national students last Friday 
night. The students were repre­
sentative of close to 8 0  coun­
tries. Among those present at 
the reception were President 
Miles; Dan Stracka, Dean of In­
ternational Students; Bob Du 
Durk, Director of International 
Development and the Halsey In­
ternational Scholarship Pro­
gram. Speeches were given by 
President Miles, Dan Stracka, 
and Samirua Grenga, president 
of the International Students 
Club.
“University of Bridgeport is
your University. I hope you treat 
it with respect,” Mr. Stracka said 
in his opening remarks. He also 
stressed the importance of the 
relationship between the inter­
national students and the Amer­
ican students.
President Miles’ remarks were 
along similar lines. “Everybody 
in this room is an internationalist 
or you would not be here,” he 
stated. It is very important while 
you’re here to meet people from 
other countries.” He listed five 
ways to achieve this goal: 1) The 
World Scope Series 2) The 
Statesmen and Residents Pro­
gram 3) Joining the U.N. 
Association of Greater Bridge­
port 4) Going to the Foreign 
Rim Cabaret 5) Rooming with 
someone from another country.
Miles also mentioned his recent 
trip to Japan with his wife.
Samirua Grenga, the Interna­
tional Students Club President 
wished the international stu­
dents present academic success. 
She also encouraged the stu­
dents to participate in upcoming 
social events geared toward 
them. The events are a trip to an 
apple orchard on October 8th, a 
coffee house at 6  pm on October 
13th, and the International Fes­
tival on March 23-24. After the 
conclusion of her remarks, she 
made President Miles an honor­
ary member and she presented 
him with a purple and white 
T-shirt that had University of 
Bridgeport printed on it in dif­
ferent languages.
by Dan Smith
John Martin, John Cox’s suc­
cessor as Vice President of Uni­
versity Relations, feels the divi­
sion “really shouldn’t change” 
after Cox’s death.
Martin has two degrees from 
U B , a B S  in B u s in e ss  
(Marketing) and a MBA in 
Management. Prior to his pro-
Pub Gets Under Way
by Shari Seiden
“A University Pub should be a 
social setting for faculty, stu­
dents and staff to get together. 
Although the drinking age may 
hinder this to some extent; in the 
long run it may help it,” said 
Dave Fagone, the new UB Pub 
director.
Fagone, a graduate assistant 
received his Master’s at Fairfield 
University where part of his 
reponsibility was to manage 
their Pub.
With the drinking age raised 
to 20  the Pub will have a new 
clientele, Fagone said. Som e 
ideas for creative programming 
include; expanding on the air 
band competition, which was 
tried last year with some suc­
cess; Game Shows such as 
Family Feud, Dating Game, 
Roommate Game, etc. involv­
ing student participation and 
student talent shows.
The Pub is working on a legal 
clarification of a Liquor Control 
Act that would enable the Pub to 
be open to every member of the 
club but only allowing those old 
enough to drink. This is still in 
the research stage .
The Fall line-up so far is Mon­
day night Football every week. 
Champagne and wine specials, 
if the popularity of Dynasty con­
tinues the Pub will have Wed­
nesday night Dynasty. Live 
bands will take place on Thurs­
day through funding from 
SCBOD. The Pub doesn’t have 
a budget to book bands so it 
relies on other organizations, 
like SCBOD, for its fundings.
The Pub is trying to work 
on having its cable TV wire up 
into MTV (Music Television).
The Pub has tried to diverse 
its selection of beer—offering six 
drafts, four bottles, as well as 
wine. The pub is also trying to 
expand on fhe food by offering 
hot dogs, popcorn, etc.
T .G .I.F . better serves its
Dave Fagone, Pub Manager 
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clientele in the Faculty Dining 
Room than it did down in the 
Pub, Fagone said. T .G .I.F . 
serves mixed drinks and im­
ported beer.
The University Pub permits 
only beer tihd wine so both 
needs of the students are being 
. served.
The Pub is opened Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday from 
4 :0 0 -1 1 :0 0  p.m. and Thursday 
from 4 :0 0 -1 :0 0  a.m . Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday the Pub is 
closed “except for special occa­
sions.” Special occasions refer to 
clubs, president parties, etc.
John Martin, Vice President 
of University Relations
motion to Vice President, he 
was Associate Vice President for 
Development, under Cox, and 
has been in charge of the com­
plete fund raising program for 
the last eight years.
Martin explains he worked 
alongside Cox for 16 years and 
grew very close to him. When 
Cox was away on business or 
vacation, Martin ran the divi­
sion.
The division of University 
Relations is in charge of the total 
external contact for UB except 
for admissions. Those duties in­
volved fund raising, alumni rela­
tions, community relations, 
special events (such as com­
mencement) and public rela­
tions.
In regards to fund raising, 
Martin stated “we have just com­
pleted a capital campaign . . .  to 
raise some $30  million. We 
have actually raised the $30  
million in seueiteyearsi rTlwough 
that campaigning we built the 
Rec Center . . . renovated Carl­
son Library . . . and we have 
ad d ed  to  sc h o la rsh ip  
assistance.” Last year was UB’s 
most successful in terms of fund 
raising. UB received over 
1 4 ,000  contributions totaling 
$ 4 .7  million from alumni, 
parents and friends. UB has a 
very successful fund raising pro­
gram. Total fund raising costs at 
UB, including all administrative 
costs, postage, travel, etc., totals 
11C on the dollar raised. The 
average at similar institutions is 
26C on the dollar.
This past summer was a very 
hectic one for John Martin and 
| the division of University Rela­
tions. Martin was at one point 
assuming the role of three peo­
ple. On July 1, Mark Fries, the 
Director of Corporate Relations 
resigned moving into the private 
business sector. Martin had not 
found his replacement when 
Cox passed away. Martin was 
left with the difficult task of filling 
three pairs of shoes. Jeffrey 
Lockhart, a former Vice Presi­
dent of Sales for a steel com­
pany, has since been hired as 
Director of Corporate Relations, 
but the role of Associate Vice 
President for Development has 
yet to be filled. Martin said he is 
primarily interested in four peo­
ple, but refused to release any 
names. He added interviews are 
soon to be in progress and an 
appointment should be ex­
pected around November 1 of 
this year.
You’ve Been Going 
To U.B. For How 
Long, and Haven’t 
Eaten At...
CONTY'S
Eat. 1939
A Httfueraitg CUradttton
A fam ily owned and operated 
restau rant serving the U .B . 
com m unity for 44 years.
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Dorm Doings... 
Barnum Chaffee
The officers for the 1983-84 
year are: Georgette Waters, 
President; Aixa Ferrer, Vice 
President; Sharon Lehr, Secre­
tary; and Karin Hellstrom, 
Treasurer.
Barnum is holding a Design 
Our Sweatshirt Contest and an 
M&M candy raffle.
A bagel sale is being held 
every Wednesday night before 
Dynasty.
Upcoming events are a Sports 
Party with Seeley, a Volleyball 
Tournament, Vacation Break 
Trips, and a Coffee House with 
Campus-Entertainment.
H you live in Barnum and are 
interested in getting involved 
contact Georgette at X 2010.
Cooper
by Rob Sam sel
This Fall, Cooper Hall found 
itself under a completely new 
regime of Resident Hall Govern­
ment. The 1983 Cooper Offi­
cers: President, Lance A. Scott; 
Vice President, John Shepard; 
Secretary, Juan Mesa; and 
Treasurer, Rob Shields. They 
are hard at work to insure this 
year is packed with more activi­
ties than ever.
The Copper Hall Annual Piz­
za Eating Contest was certainly 
full of surprises as the years' win­
ning team, Cooper 3, definitely 
made the best '“showing” to 
unseat two-time defending 
champs, Cooper 4 . Eating to 
their theme song “Shout,” 
Frank Cristiano, Joey  Sander, 
Eric Findeisen, and John Shep­
ard captured the first place prize; 
a case of Lowenbrau. Their ef­
fort hinging on a “barely” publi­
cized technicality, the Cooper 4 
squad of Jim  “Garv” Ratto. A1 
Guliotta, Isaac Bette, and Steve 
Crowe, showed voracious ap­
petites in hauling in the second 
place prize of a gallon of wine.
Up to now, no plans for mix­
ers have been finalized, but keep 
an eye out for a possible 
Cooper-Chaffee party in the 
near future.
We’d like to tell UB about 
Chaffee Hall. We are psyched 
this year to have a great time. 
We are planning our annual 
sem i-form al “ Screw  Y ou r 
Roommate” in early December.
On October 14, Chaffee is 
selling some fantastic sweatshirts 
with all original designs. We are 
selling beaded bracelets too! 
Come and see. Buy or just 
browse! They make beautiful 
gifts!
Hey Barnum & Warner, we’d 
like to challenge you to a game 
o f  football or volleyball then par­
ty it up together! How about it? 
What do you think of a first an­
nual “Chaffee-Bamum-Warner” 
party. Hopefully we can organ­
ize that soon!! We are all ready 
for a great year! Get involved & 
go for it!
Our officers for this year are 
Dana Pavia-Pres., Mary Fal- 
c e tta -V .P .,  Erin Blessing- 
Treas., and Stephanie Jacobs- 
Sec.
Seeley
Seeley Hall has a wide range 
of activities planned io r  this up­
coming school year. The dorm 
officers: Mike Beckerman, Presi­
dent; Rich Migatz, Vice Presi­
dent; Andy Schwartz, Treasur­
er; and Carl Ekland, Secretary. 
They are making plans to spon­
sor trips to Atlantic City, Great 
Adventure, and possibly a ski 
trip. Other activities include a 
racquetball tournament, a Hal­
loween party, and on October 
6 , a Bamum/Seeley night at 
Wheeler Rec. Seeley Hall's first 
party on September 3 0  was a 
huge success and other parties 
will soon follow. The Seeley Hall 
football team, A.K.A., ‘The 
Seeley Striders, Those Red Hot 
Riders’ are looking forward to 
playing Cooper and Bodine 
whenever their opponents find 
enough courage to accept 
Seeley’s challenge. Anyone in­
terested in a game should call 
Ken Fennel X 3277.
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UB Boat 
Bows Out
by Syth DeVoe
In the late 1800’s the first all 
metal boats; the Monitor and the 
Merrimack, fought it out off the 
North Carolina coast, and after­
ward it was decried that “The 
days of the wooden boat are 
gone forever.” Such a statement 
could also be made concerning 
the fate of the mysteriously 
mobile wooden rowboat, usual­
ly situated in the RenneU parking 
lot. This hardly seaworthy vessel 
made its final voyage Tuesday 
as it was reportedly smashed to 
driftwood last Wednesday in ap­
parent response to its relocation 
from the parking lot to a point in 
front of the post office.
The boat itself, a 14 foot, 
wood-framed piece of junk with 
a four foot hole in the floor, has 
been called everything from 
“Das Boot,” “the UB yacht” to 
“that thing,” is most commonly 
known as “The Boat.” Legend 
has it that Paul DeGennaro dis­
covered the pathetic flotation 
vessel on a lawn on Iranistan 
Ave. with a sign reading: “You 
tow it, you own it.” So  he did 
and after that all hull broke loose 
in terms of maintaining a station­
ary situation. For once it was 
learned that die boat could be 
easily moved by upwards of 
eight to ten people, one might 
say it acquired sea legs. Many a 
morning would herald an un­
scheduled appearance in an un­
announced location by the 
scholary schooner.
But das no longer will the 
boat be seen lounging in front of 
Mandeville Hall or the Student 
Center. It has fallen upon 
stormy weather in the shape of a 
maintenance man’s hatchet, ef­
fectively keeling the boat. This 
move is not in any way related to 
the relinquishing, by the US, of 
the America’s Cup so there ap­
pears to have been no pier 
pressure involved. The senti-
Minute by 
Minute at 
The Student 
Council
The Carnival of Clubs is 
October 12 from 12 to 5  p.m. 
in the Student Center Social 
Room.
Allocation forms are avail­
able for clubs. For further in­
formation, call Eric Prinz at 
X 4818  or Marilyn Gordon 
X 4618.
The weekend of October 
14-16 is Greek Weekend for 
sororities and fraternities on 
campus. For further informa­
tion, call Todd Friedman at 
X 3242.
ment by maintenance is that the 
rowboat was a nuisance and, a 
detriment to the well being of the 
school, so it was unceremon­
iously dismantled.
But the sentiment of the peo­
ple who knew of and enjoyed a 
chuckle at the sight of the boat 
felt that smashing it was a rather 
stem sentence.
UB History Explored
by Donna Ruggerio
On Sunday, Sept. 25 , over 
70  people were privileged 
enough to have the opportunity 
to tour the historical sites on the 
UB campus.
At 2  p .m ., anyone who 
wanted to participate in the UB 
Historical Walking tour congre­
gated in the John J .  Cox Stu­
dent Center cafeteria for coffee 
and doughnuts. Chloe Stud- 
well, administrative assistant to 
the president, Marilyn Gordon, 
director of campus information, 
Leonard Paoietta, mayor of 
Bridgeport and Prof. Bruce 
Glaser of the Art History depart­
ment gave opening addresses. 
Then the tour started.
The sites visited were Car- 
stensen Hall, Moot Court Room 
and the History of Bridgeport 
mural in the Law School, 
Boardman-Beardsley home, the 
Perry Memorial Arch, Curtis 
Mansion (chancellory), Walde- 
mere Hall, Arnold Bernhard
Arts and Humanities Center, 
Cortright Hall, Park Hall and the 
Carriage House, where a wine 
and cheese reception was held 
after the tour.
The Public Affairs committee 
of the Bridgeport alumni chapter 
thought of and organized the 
walking tour along witht the help 
of the UB Alumni Office. The 
tour was formed because there 
was an interest within the com­
mittee to promote the university 
and its assets. The Alumni Of­
fice, in the way of publicity, sent 
letters and flyers to alumni and 
to the Friends of Seaside Park.
William A. Finch, assistant 
director of Alumni, said that the
tour is to be an annual event and 
that it was a great success.
“It was one of the most com­
plicated walking tours I’ve ever 
been to because there were 
many architectural feature along 
the way to the historical build­
ings,” said Finch.
The walking tour committee 
members are Gary Charland, 
Sylvia Cresto, Margaret Mc- 
Enemy, Gary Moroni, Thea 
Moritz, Bill Dana and Bruce 
Glaser.
From the Alumni Office, a 
special thanks to the Purple 
Knights who guided the tours, 
Tim Kelly, Dave Senrino, Kim 
Wyatt and Mary Beth Scully.
The Scribe
invites all students interested in becoming involved with 
your student newspaper to come to our meetings every 
Tuesday evening at 9  p.m. in the Scribe officee, 2nd 
floor of the Student Center.
Basketball Team to Conduct 
Clinic for Local Children
by Kevin Bresnahan
The Purple Knight basketball 
team will run a basketball clinic 
for the youngsters of the South 
End erf Bridgeport, said Knight 
captain Chris Dickey.
The clinic will take place .on 
Saturday, October 8th, from 12
noon to 3  p.m. in the Harvey 
Hubbell Gymnasium. All South 
End youths 14 years old and 
under are welcome to attend. 
The emphasis of the clinic will be 
on education, how to use bas­
ketball as a tool for furthering 
education, and the ability to 
develop a group skill, men­
tioned Dickey, himself a long­
time South End resident.
Dickey, who is organizing the 
affair, said that the basketball 
team wanted to do something to 
interact with the community, 
and that he hopes the clinic will 
attract many South End young­
sters.
YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN OFFICER'S COMMISSION 
IN THE ARMY
Your BSN means you’re a professional. In the Army, it also 
means you’re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA  91510.
33^-1926 ARMYNURSE CORPS. 
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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FEATURE
EDUCATING THE
“Building ... 
transoceanic bridges 
which will be vital 
links for mankind’s 
future.”
by Doug Swift 
Co-managing editor
In 1954 there were approximately 34  thousand 
foreign students studying in the United States. Since 
then the number of students has risen gradually to the 
present total of over 300  thousand. The University of 
Bridgeport was one of many universities and colleges to 
pursue this market and draw heavily on foreign student 
enrollments. But presently, in respect to factors such as 
world-wide inflation and an OPEC-stifling oil glut, the in­
crease of students studying abroad may come to an 
abrupt halt. How will this affect international education 
in the United States and, more specifically, how will it af­
fect a school such as UB, of which ten percent of the stu­
dent body is international?
Studying abroad became popular after World War II 
for a diversity of reasons. Som e had to do with the war 
itself in that such bills as the Fulbright-Hayes allowed 
countries which owed the US war money to put those 
funds toward scholarships; students came to America in­
stead of money. Due to technological advances, travel 
was more practical, communications easier, and third 
world nations were developing—the world was simply 
getting smaller. The United States was an attractive 
place to study because of its educational system, and 
also because of the “American” mystique—the land of 
streets paved with gold.
In 1976 the University of Bridgeport set up an interna­
tional services department (which merged with Special 
Services to become International Special Services), to 
which Dan Stracka was hired as director. In the seven 
years since Stracka’s hiring, UB has moved to the fore­
front of enrolling and educating international students 
(see story in box). This is consistent with President Miles’ 
belief that international friendships among students can 
“build transoceanic bridges which will be vital links for 
mankind s future;” this from the President’s message to 
students at September’s convocation.
There are questions about international students 
which need to be answered for many Americans to 
understand, accept and associate with these people 
more easily. Som e of these questions might be:
Are all international students who apply to UB accept­
ed? No. Many are turned away each year, but the 
criteria of acceptance is much different, and much more 
complicated, than that used on American students. Bar­
bara Marriack is in charge of international admissions.
WORLD
300,000
250,000
A  N E W S  
A N A L Y S IS
54/55 59/60 64/65 69 / i0  • 74/75 * 79/50 81/52
Total foreign students studying in America, 1 9 4 5 /5 5 -1 9 8 1 /8 2
She is responsible for the individual evaluation of each 
international applicant’s transcript, for the quality of 
secondary school education varies from nation to na­
tion. In addition, students must take the TOEFLE test, 
which measures their command of the English lan­
guage. Often, students who qualify for acceptance but 
do poorly on the TOEFLE are referred to ELS for 
English training, and are accepted into the regular 
shcool program upon completion of ELS.
How can students afford to come to the U S to study? 
Many people believe that the majority of international 
students are sent here by their own government. In fact, 
64%  of the students are self-supporting, receiving sup­
port from families and relatives. Other than such pro­
grams as the Fplbright there is generally no financial aid 
available for these students from American sources. The 
rest of the students are officially sponsored, usually by 
their government, and sometimes through employers.
Where do students come from? Before Stracka came 
to UB there were students from only 25  countries here. 
Now there are students from 8 2  countries. Similarly, 
there were at one time two nations with more than 100 
students studying at UB. This'm eant that, although 
enrollments may be high, the students were all coming 
from one source. Presently, there are no countries with 
more than 100 students here. This has been a vital ac­
complishment in support of the ideology that interaction 
among people from many different cultures is the key to 
a well rounded human education.
A short time ago, when the yearly increase in interna­
tional students was strong and steady, the American 
Council of Education (ACE) indicated that if present 
trends continued, by the end of the century there would 
be over one million foreign students in the country. But 
present trends did not continue. The OPEC nations,
Host Countries with the Highest Foreign- 
Student Enrollments Ranked by 
Percentage of Total Enrollment
Arabia 10.8941
Switzerland 1A.9%|
France 110 6%
Austria 1 9-4%
Belgium
, 1 8»%
| 7 « %
Greece 1 7.2%
Egypt , 7 ' %
Sweden | 6.6%
Germany J  5.0%
Conodo 1 3.2%
Australia
Holy
United
Slates
Spain
U S S R
Philippines
India
| 2.0% 
J24%
... — J  2.3% 
- . 1  K514
j ' 0 %
J  1.094 
J » 0 4 l
J 0 2%
i *  >0 18 20
which were at the forefront erf developing countries that 
sent their students to America, have been affected by the 
oil glut; and world-wide inflation up to 300%  in some
(continued on page 5)
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A Global Perspective
and Understanding
Dan Strack a, 
Services
Director o f International Special
by Doug Swift
‘Tm  a pragmatist,” said Dan Stracka, “the only 
way we are going to learn and live decently with 
human differences is by interacting,” and so gaining a 
“global perspective and understanding” of human 
beings. Such are the words of the Director of Interna­
tional Special Services at UB, who did his dissertation 
at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale on the 
history of international education. Stracka obviously 
believes in his work.
Stracka was named to his position in 1976, when 
there were only 4 5  foreign students from 25  nations 
on campus. Today there are over 6 0 0  students from 
8 2  nations. Stracka finds the latter statistic to be “one 
of the most satisfying things” he’s accomplished. UB 
has been at the forefront of enrolling international stu­
dents thanks to an articulate program, which was or­
ganized in a way “so that we can avoid imbalances, 
know who we want to enroll, and have a criteria set 
for evaluation” of students, said Stracka. “UB is not
unique in enrolling foreign students, but UB does it 
well,” he continued.
In recognition of his achievements at UB, Stracka 
has been named to the National Association of For­
eign Student Affairs (the principal professional associ­
ation for colleges and universities that deal with the 
international students) as a member at large to a 
council of advisors to foreign students. Stracka has 
also been appointed as a member of the Government 
Regulation Advisors Committee, which serves as a 
liason for the professions dealing with education and 
many US government agencies that impact on inter­
national educational exchange.
Stracka seems most proud, however, of his 
accomplishments here at UB. He hopes that he has 
attained his national recognition “not only for who / 
am, but how I transformed that expertise into a good 
program.”
(see related story, page 7)
I
from page 4
areas, has hurt even more countries. The strength of the 
dollar against most other foreign currencies adds still fur­
ther to the expense of sending a student to America.
The effects of those crises are about to be realized. 
Stracka is cautious of these effects: said he, “I think there 
will be a decrease in the rate of growth. 1 think there will 
be a leveling off in international enrollment at U B.” 
Most eyes are presently fixed on the OPEC nations 
(which, counter to popular belief, are mainly comprised 
of non-Arab nations). In 1 9 5 4 ,9 .2 %  of all international 
students studying in the United States were from OPEC
“a decrease
in the 
rate
of growth.”
countries. By 1979  that percentage had peaked at 3 5 % , 
and has since declined to 2 9 .2 % . These figures may be 
deceptive in consideration of the fact that almost all of 
that decline is due to Iran; numbers of students from that 
country have dropped from 5 0  thousand to 3 5  thou­
sand since 1979. But it is obvious that OPEC nations are 
at least in a holding pattern, and no increases in enroll­
ment are expected from these nations at this time.
The paradox here is that, while the lowering price of 
oil hurts the OPEC nations, it is a benefit for other 
developing third world countries who are not oil produ­
cers. So , while OPEC nations are unable to send as 
many students abroad, other nations are able to send 
more students abroad. This also serves to foster the
diversity desired by universities such as UB in enrolling 
international students.
It is difficult to become too optimistic, however, in 
regards to international education in the near future. 
Another factor which may eventually serve to hinder 
foreign students coming to the US is that their own na­
tions will have developed educational systems rival to 
the US. In this case, Stracka still sees students coming to 
the US for graduate studies.
The final question to be asked is whether a crisis situa­
tion, such as that occurring today, could drastically upset 
the international education situation, and seriouslyliarm 
universities such as UB who have invested heavily in the 
international market! And of course, no one can answer 
this question for sure, but the world can only get smaller 
than it is today; it would be hard to imagine a time when 
those from other nations were not seeking to be 
educated in the United States.
Percentage Distribution of Foreign Students by Major Fields of Study, 19S1/S2
A fo u /
“quit tips”
H ide ail ashtrays, matches, 
etc.
Lay in a  supply of sugartess 
gum , carrot sticks, etc.
Drirfc lots of liquids, but pass 
up coffee &  alcohol.
Tell everyone you're quitting 
for the day.
W hen the urge to smoke hits, 
take a  deep  breath, hold It 
for 10 seconds. & release it 
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension. 
Try the "buddy system," and
ask a  friend to quit too.
Serving U .B . W ith:
— Keg Delivery 
— Case Beer Delivery 
and Personal Check 
Cashing with UBID.
Brings The Party 
*’ To You!
W ith Campus Delivery on 
Friday & Saturday Nights
CALL: 333-1705
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Dear Editor:
In response to C harles 
Emery’s letter in last week’s 
SCRIBE, I want to say that I ap­
plaud his desire to maintain an 
atmosphere of fairness and jus­
tice both in the residence halls 
and at the University of Bridge­
port. His concern for Clarence 
Gordon’s emotional well-being 
is laudable.
The purpose and intent of the 
Resident Advisor staff is to help 
foster self-growth, while main­
taining an environment in the 
residence halls that is conducive 
to educational, physical and 
emotional development. This 
commitment to Personal. Fit­
ness, occasionally results in a 
confrontation between a resi­
dent’s desired, but inappropri­
ate, behavior and the general 
good of the residence hall com­
munity. In such cases Resident
Advisors will confront the indi­
vidual and attempt to resolve the 
conflict. Under no circum­
stances is abuse by a staff mem­
ber tolerated.
Abuse by a resident is not tol­
erated either. Resident Advisors 
are expected to establish and 
maintain standards ofliving that 
benefit all residents. If an RA is 
prevented from doing this job, 
by physical intimidation or 
abusive language, then that resi­
dent is dealt with in a disciplinary 
fashion.
The Residence Hall staff pre­
fers to take a pro-active role tn 
developing community life. This 
is accomplished via programs, 
activities and communication of 
community standards. Confron­
tation of behavior is a reactive 
way of life, that takes-up a lot of 
staff and resident time.
This letter is not intended to
address the particulars of Mr. 
Gordon, but rather provide 
some insight into the expecta­
tions of staff and resident be­
havior, while attending the Uni­
versity of Bridgeport. For further 
information regarding the “Pro­
tection of Student Rights” as 
well as the “Residence Halls 
Association Code of Ethics," 
please read the KEY TO UB, 
pages 3 4  and 30  respectively.
The relationship between the 
residepf population and staff is 
based on mutual respect. This is 
th ? Office of Residence Halls’ 
primary request of both parties. 
When that request is satisfied, 
then the residence halls will ex­
perience less confrontation and 
more student-growth.
Sincerely,
Robert Bessette
Assistant Director for Residence
Life
Campus Corner
School for 
Scandal
The nationally-acclaim ed 
American Repertory Theatre 
will perform Richard Sheridan’s 
“A School for Scandal” at the 
Arnold Bernhard Arts and 
Humanities Center, University 
of Bridgeport, on Saturday, 
Oct. 8  at 8  p.m.
Sheridan’s timeless comic 
masterpiece is an authentic por­
trayal of competition for power, 
prestige and wealth in upper 
class society.
The performance is spon­
sored by the Johnson-Mellon 
Foundation, which since 1977 
has brought to the University of 
Bridgeport world leaders in the 
fields of humanities, politics, 
economics, and science.
Ticket reservations can be 
made by calling the Bernhard 
Center Box Office, 576-4399  
weekday afternoons.
Writer at UB
Robert Flanagan will present a 
reading and discussion of his 
work tonight at 7 :3 0  p.m. in the 
fifth floor Founders’ Room of the 
Wahlstrom Library. Admission 
is free.
Ice Hockey
There will be a meeting at 
10 :45  on Thursday, October 6, 
at the Milford Ice Pavilion for 
anyone interested in playing 
hockey. For further information 
call Chris Kelley at 255-1766  or 
576-4764 .
Wednesday
Noon
The WRC presents “Coping 
With Life on the Run”—film 
and intro to the WRC individual­
ized Run and Stay Fit Program, 
in the Private Dining Room of 
the Student Center. Everyone is 
invited to bring along his lunch, 
coffee will be served.
Legislative
Internships
Once again, selected Con­
necticut college students will
have the opportunity to work as 
interns for State legislators at the 
Capitol in Hartford. Students 
who are chosen will be assigned 
to individual members of the 
General Assembly and serve as 
their interns, performing such 
tasks as research, Bill analysis, 
press releases, constituent case 
work, etc.
Any student who is interested 
in learning more about’the pro­
gram or obtaining an application 
form should contact Prof. Jay 
Spector. The deadline for sub­
mission of applications to Hart­
ford is November 1. Students 
are urged to contact Prof. Spec- 
tor as soon as possible.
Health Center
The Health Center closes at 
twelve midnight every day. 
Regular hours are from 8 :0 0  
A.M. to 12 Midnight - Sunday 
through Saturday.
OPA
20  Years of Friendship, 
Leadership, and Service. Help 
us continue the tradition. 
Omega Phi Alpha is a nationally 
affiliated service sorority on 
campus. Look for us at the Car­
nival of Clubs.
Apple Pickers
A trip to Apple Orchard. 
Come pick your own fresh  ap­
ples and fruits this Saturday, Oc­
tober 8. Sign up at International 
Office, 8 5  Park Ave., 2nd floor, 
FREE for IRC members, $3 .50  
for all others.'
Foreign Film 
Series
“Das B o o t,” an award­
winning film about life on a Ger­
man submarine during World 
War II, opens the annual foreign 
film festival Oct. 4  at the Univer­
sity of Bridgeport.
Sponsored by SCBOD, the 
films will be offered consecutive 
Tuesdays beginning Oct. 4  with 
showings at 8  and 10 p.m.
Additional films in the series
include “Diva” on Oct. 11, “The 
Year of Living Dangerously” on 
Oct. 18, “Seven Samurai” on 
Oct. 25 , and “La Cage aux 
Folles” on Nov. 1.
All films will be shown in the 
John J .  Cox Alumni Hall Stu­
dent Center at UB. General ad­
mission is $1 .50 ; for further 
information, call X 4016.
Counseling
Groups
The following groups are be­
ing offered this year at the 
Counseling Center, 85  Park 
Ayenue:
2 :0 0  P.M.-Mondays-Weight 
Loss Group
2 :0 0  P.M.-Tuesdays-R. A. 
Support Group
2 :0 0  P .M .- W ednesdays- 
Ending Smoking Group
2 :0 0  P.M .-Thursdays-Skill 
Building to end Shyness and 
Loneliness
2 :0 0  P.M. -Fridays-First Year 
Law Students Support Group
Additionally, every day at 
Noon a group of people are 
meeting for a Walk / Run. Come 
take a healthy, fun break.
Political Science 
Forum
There will be a political 
science forum meeting Friday, 
October 6 , at 3  p.m. in the Stu­
dent Center Social Room. New 
members are welcome! For 
more information, please call 
Cathy Bums at X 4148 , Monday 
through Friday, 2 to 4  p.m.
For the Weekend
T H U R S D A Y , O C T . 6 
N a tio n a l P a s ta  D ay
2 p.m. Skill building to end 
S h y n ess  and L o n elin ess , 
Counseling Center 5 -;85 -‘Park 
Ave.
3  p.m. Women’s Tennis, UB 
vs. Quinnipiac
7 :3 0  p .m . W riters Series, 
Robert Flanagan, Founders’ ■ 
Room, Wahlstrom Library 
8  and 10 p.m. SCBOD film, 
Gandhi, Student Center Social 
Room *
FRIDAY, OCT. 7
Last Day for Parents Association
Grant Requests
2 p.m. First Year Law Student 
Support Group, Counseling 
Center
4  p.m. TGIF, Faculty Staff Din­
ing Room
. 8  p.m. Cinema, Lord o f  the 
Flies, Bernhard Center Recital 
Hall.
SATURDAY, OCT. 8  
8  p.m. Cinema, Lord o f  the 
Flies, Bernhard Center Recital 
Hall* 2 p.m . performance 
matinee for Senior Citizens.
8  p .m  Jo h n s o n -M e llo n  
presentation of School for Scan­
dal by the American Repertory 
T h eater, Bernhard  C enter 
Mertens Theater*
SUNDAY, OCT. 9 
8  p.m. SCBOD  film, Gandhi, 
Student Center Social Room
COMING ATTRACTION 
Oct. 11 Sheila Tobias
Carnival of Clubs!!!!
Wednesday, October 12 
Student Center Social Room 
from 12 to 5 p.m.
Live Clowns, Clowns on a H alf Shell 
Clowns Under Glass
Featuring to more than 6 0  clubs and organizations on 
campus. Sponsored by Student Council. Proceeds to go 
to charity.
For more information, call Eric, X 4818.
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“I think this question is wrong for me. In my country 
women aren’t allowed to drink. But I think it should 
go up.” Prista Mashao-Marketing
“Doesn’t bother me really. I’m 21. It’s going to cut 
down on bar business.
Chuck Senich - Political Science
urm  so old it doesn’t affect m e.”
Mary Ellen Pambookiam - Psychology
Opinions on the drinking age have been very clear 
in past years.
“If the government’s trying to cut back on drunken 
driving, that should be done on a national scale. 
The age going up in Connecticut will cause people 
to go to New York or Jersey and this will cause 
more accidents.” Kristin Muniz-Political Science
Editorial Reply
by Sue Zavadsky 
Co-Managing Editor
Theres seems to be much “ado” about referring to 
young women as “girls,” not only on this campus but 
in the community. T o  avoid offending a young 
woman by inferring that she plays hopscotch, or 
worse, is incompetent, inexperienced or foolish, is 
something everyone should be leary of. It happens. 
But something is being overlooked.
Within each woman exists a girl, and within each 
man exists a boy. W e are all occasionally children. 
The boy can spend an entire Sunday afternoon in 
front of the television set watching other boys run 
around a football field, and the girl is the one who 
cries when the hero rescues the heroine and they 
both ride off into the sunset. To deny ourselves th^se 
things would make few a very sad, serious world.
Yes, 1 am a woman. But 1 defend my right to be a 
girl, and pity one who tries to take it away he, or 
she, will lose.
“Once it’s inside school it ruins parties.” 
Andrea Nachtigall - Electrical Engineering
A Need for America 
to Educate the World
by Doug Swift
It may be surprising to some to note that America 
rates only sixth in the world in terms of the percentage of 
students who come from other countries, behind such 
nations as U SSR, Britain and France. “I make that 
point,” says Dan Stracka, Director of International and 
Special Services, “because there are those of us who 
believe our national security depends on having first­
hand knowledgp.pf cultures around the world.”
The American government is rather lax in respect to 
actively recruiting students from other countries, and of­
fers few incentives in the form of financial aid for interna­
tional students. Most students come to the US because 
of the quality education available here, and because of 
America’s noble image abroad (at times), but Stracka 
feels that with the government’s help America could do
much better.
Stracka’s concern is centered on the Soviet Union, 
which “spends 10-20%  more than America on 
educating people.” Stacka’s concept has to do with in­
vesting oneself in today’s students, who will be tomor­
row’s leaders. The Soviet Union actively recuits 
students from developing third world nations with this 
hope in mind; concludes Stracka, “we don’t do that” to 
the same extent. But he thinks we should.
“We’re developing America if we spend money on In­
ternational students,” said Stracka. To those who feel 
the government should spend its money on American 
students, as opposed to international ones, Stracka 
stresses the need to “look at it in a different perspective.” 
He feels it is in the interest of national security, and con­
cludes it’s “better than spending the money on arms.”
EDITORIALS
UB Voices: The following comments were made by UB students in response to the question, “How do you feel about the drinking age going up again?”
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M
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Arts'
THE MUSIC OF DR. 
ROBERT DANZIGER
by Becky Cox 
There is a new music pro­
fessor on campus with a crea­
tive, dynamic approach to music 
appreciation. Dr. Robert Dan- 
ziger comes to die University 
from Northern Michigan Univer­
sity, where he taught a variety of 
music courses over the past thir­
teen years. Before that he tra­
veled to Israel with his wife (a 
violinist) and three children for a 
two-year hiatus'«  a performing 
member of the Haifa Sym­
phony.
His approach to teaching 
music appreciation is both in- 
geniuous and simple. He be­
lieves that everyone has the abil­
ity to appreciate music, and with 
a little guidance, that everyone 
can learn to appreciate art 
music—the music that many of 
us call classical music and know 
very little about. The secret of 
this learning is through the use of 
two devices—guidance and 
repetition. According to Dr. 
Danziger one of the major differ­
ences between pop music and 
so-called “serious" music—a 
term he dislikes intensely for its 
elitist associations—is the length 
of the listening time required. A 
popular music piece is usually 
only a few minutes in length as 
opposed to an art piece that 
might take as long as 45  
minutes. W e can hear many 
repetitions of the two-minute 
piece during a single day, but 
chances are that if we listen to an 
art piece, we uwy not hear it 
played again for an extended 
period of time. There is very little
If you are a college freshman, 
you’re undoubtedly encounter­
ing a unique set of problems.
Y o u  m ight have gone 
through your entire first year’s 
spending money three weeks in­
to the semester. You might have 
been served baked macaroni 23 
consecutive days by your dorm 
manager. You might have a 
roommate who puts his/her feet 
up on your pillow.
Whatever the circumstances, 
you’re finding out that this col­
lege business is tougher than 
you thought. You need some 
.insight, fast.
Help has arrived this fall in the 
form of G. Brown’s new book, 
“How To Survive Your College 
Daze” (New View Press; 
$ 5 .9 5 ). The Boulder-based 
author has penned a primer that 
addresses die difficulties of the 
freshman lifestyle.
“Without a doubt, I’d buy my 
book if I was away at school for 
the first time,” Brown grins. 
“Heck, it’s the same price as a 
pizza and two cokes!”
Despite his teasing, Brown is 
intently serious about his first 
book project. “I wasn’t about to 
write a self-help tome for college 
students from a parental view­
point. College presents a whole 
set of problems that parents 
can’t even comprehend.”
chance to really be affected by it.
When he begins a new music 
appreciation class, Dr. Danziger 
selects a piece of music he is not 
familiar with and together with 
his class, he tries to discover how 
it is put together. As I have dis­
covered afteT just a few classes, 
familiarity breeds not contempt 
but understanding, recognition, 
and a genuine liking. I began to 
recognize patterns and varia­
tions of patterns within the music 
pieces.
Affother off-shoot of this ap­
proach to music appreciation is 
that the emphasis on technical 
learning is reduced (although 
some common terms and defini­
tions are necessary to be able to 
discuss the music together). The 
course is geared as closely as 
possible around the fhusic that 
can be listened to in the class. 
Once again, the theory here is 
that only by listening can a stu­
dent really begin to get some­
thing out of music. Reading 
without listening cannot possibly 
create a positive, individualized 
appreciation.
Outside of the classroom, 
Professor Danziger is interested 
in reaching some of the 7 ,0 0 0  
students on campus to become 
a part of the UB band or or­
chestra. A professional Bas­
soonist himself, he hasn’t got 
one student learning the bas­
soon. He is willing to work with 
anyone who would be interested 
in the bassoon and makes the 
point that many people team to 
read music and play instruments 
later on in life. It is not necessary
“I chose to write the book 
from the perspective of a wiz­
ened ‘big brother’— my attitude 
was ‘you shouldn’t do this, but 
since you probably will anyway, 
here’s how to do it right.’ ” 
Although Brown’s conversa­
tional writing style is the focal 
point of the book (particularly in 
the chapters concerning “Dorm 
Pranks” and “Acting Your 
Age”), it should be noted that 
“C ollege Daze” catalogues 
much valid information for the 
first year student. Among the 
subjects broached are: Choosing 
a school; suggesting courses of 
study; securing financial aid; 
surviving the ins-and-outs of 
dorm life; recognizing the pros
to learn an instrument from 
childhood to be able to play 
well. A nice aspect of this learn­
ing is that it is possible to treat it 
as an accredited course.
Another interest of Dr- Dan- 
ziger’s, which he hopes to excite 
among the university faculty and 
students, is in early instruments 
such as the harpsichord and 
recorder. Again he is willing to 
teach anyone who is interested 
in learning and welcomes any­
one who already can play some 
early instrument. Out of 7 ,0 0 0  
students he believes he must be 
able to tap a musical resource— 
students who have played with 
high-school bands, or students 
who would like to learn an in­
strument. Som e instruments are 
available in the music depart­
ment and others, such as the 
recorder a kind of flute, can be 
purchased as cheaply as eleven 
dollars. Dr. Danziger is excited 
about the number of interna­
tional students on campus 
because of the richness and 
scope of musical appeal they 
can bring to the gatherings.
Another goal is to actually 
, recruit through the high schools 
for music majors. At a time 
when few other majors can offer 
an opportunity for teaching, 
there are not enough music pro­
fessors to go around. Students 
can opt to graduate with a music 
education major and find a 
lucrative and fulfilling career in 
teaching awaiting them. Stu­
dents on campus who have not 
yet selected their major might 
want to explore this opportunity
and cons of fraternities and 
sororities; finding student jobs; 
and, coping with school-related 
depression.
Brown is well-versed in the 
tribulations of young adult life. 
The 1979 University of Col­
orado graduate currently works 
as the rock-critic-in-residence at 
the Denver Post. “The bands I 
interview keep me thinking 
young,” he notes. ‘TU know that 
my book is a smash when Van 
Halen reads it and breaks up to 
attend Notre Dame.”
“How To Survive Your Col­
lege Daze” is available in cam­
pus bookstores and is published 
by New View Press, 5 3 7 0  Man-
before coming to a decision.
Dr. Danziger’s approach to his 
profession is a stimulating one 
and promises to place hirn right 
up on top with some of our 
other faculty who can make a 
seemingly difficult subject easy 
to learn—professors such as 
“Doc Rock” Nicholas who ac­
tually got me excited about dig­
ging up shale to find fossils and 
Professor Garcia who made my 
negative experience with high- 
school Spanish completely dis­
appear in just a few classes.
Our present-day universities 
originated from a few scholars 
who came together to form a 
community for higher learning 
pursuits. Soon young people 
began to gather round to listen
hattan Circle, Boulder, Col­
orado 8 0303 .
BERNHARD
HAPPENINGS
Brass Ring, described as 
Connecticut’s “hottest new 
chamber group,” will open the 
1983-84  Chamber Music series 
at the University of Bridgeport 
Oct. 15 at 5  p.m. in the Arnold 
Bernhard Arts and Humanities 
Center, comer of University and 
Iranistan Avenues.
Brass Ring has performed at 
the Yale Club, Manhattan 
School of Music and in Wash­
ington, D.C.
The series includes perfor­
mances on Nov. 6  by Music for a 
While, a medieval and renais­
sance group; on Jan . 29  by 
cellist Jam es Kreger and pianist 
Robert Preston; and on April 8  
by Columbia University’s Com­
poser’s String Quartet.
The performances are di­
rected by Robert Preston, ad­
junct associate professor of 
music and artist-in-residence at 
UB, and sponsored by the 
Johnson-Mellon Foundation.
Tickets for all performances 
are $7 for adults and $3  for 
senior citizens and include a 
wine and cheese reception 
following each performance.
Advance orders are recom­
mended by calling 576-4399 .
to these scholars talking to each 
other and to learn from them. 
Dr. Danziger would like to 
recapture some of the flavor of 
these early beginnings in his own 
field and hopes to have learning 
less by rote and more by sensory 
perception.
From earliest times music has 
existed for man in some form. It 
has provided spiritual insight, it 
has entertained, it has relieved 
stress, and it has been one of the 
highest expressions of praise— 
for God, for life and for what is 
g o o d  and  w on d erfu l in 
ourselves. Dr. Danziger’s role, 
as he sees it, is to help us tap in 
and discover how music can 
touch us each and to give us the 
basic tools to be able to explore it 
further ourselves. With his un- 
traditional approach and his 
own relaxed personality, he 
creates a draw for students who 
may have a free elective or a 
humanities requirement and for 
students who are interested in 
bringing music into their lives.
CLASSIFIED |
$2.00 to buy 
classified space. 
Contact Steve at 
576-4382.
“Help Wanted” ads, 
“For Sale” and “Per­
sonal Messages” ac­
cepted.
RESEARCH  PAPERS 
TOLL-FREE HOTLINE
800-621-5745
IN ILLINOIS CALL 312-922-0300 
AUTHORS' RESEARCH. ROOMBOO 
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 80005
Earn $500 or more each school 
year. Flexible hours. Monthly 
payment for placing posters on 
campus. Bonus based on re­
sults. Prizes awarded as  well. 
800-526-0883.
RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from —  all subjects! 
Rush  $2  for the current. 306- page cata­
log. Custom  research & thesis a ssis­
tance also  available  
fU'March, 11322 Idaho Ave, *2 0 6 W A  
Los Angeles. C A 90025 (213)477-8226.
New Guide Available for College Students
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Texas Rockers ‘ZZ Top* Launch 
Nationwide ‘Eliminator* Tour
The beer that popularized the 
“Schlitz Rocks America” slogan 
last year is rocking the country 
again in 1983, this time as the 
major sponsor of the nationwide 
“Eliminator Tour” starring ZZ 
TOP. The high-energy musical 
trio of Billy Gibbons, Dusty Hill 
and Frank Beard kicked off the 
first segment of their several- 
month long national tour in 
Detroit on July 16.
“We are very pleased to be 
bringing one of the premier 
bands in the country to rock 
music fans across the U .S .,” 
says Michael Jaeger, Schlitz 
brand manager for The Stroh 
Brewery Company. “ZZ TOP is 
one of the most successful and 
enduring rock and roll groups 
around, a band with an interna­
tional following.”
Schlitz made musical head­
lines last fall when it launched 
the “Schlitz Rocks America” 
theme with sponsorship of the 
farewell national tour of the 
legendary British rock group 
The Who.
“Reaction was so enthusiastic 
and so positive that we decided 
to continue the theme,” Jaeger 
explains. “The rock concerts are 
one of the means we are using 
to heighten visibility of the 
Schlitz brand, and we have 
another dynamic musical group, 
o n e ' that will attract large 
crowds, in ZZ TO P.” 
Self-described as a “littlV oP
boogie band from Texas,” ZZ 
TOP was formed in 1969 by 
members of two Texas bands, 
Houston’s Moving Sidewalks 
and the Dallas-based American 
Blues (formerly the Warlocks). 
Billy Gibbons was featured gui­
tarist with the Moving Side­
walks. Bassist Dusty Hill and 
drummer Frank Beard were 
with American Blues.
The group cut its first two 
album s, “ ZZ T O P ’S  First 
Album” and “Rio Grande Mud” 
in the early 1970s. Their third- 
LP, “Tres Hombres,” featured 
the hit single “La Grange” and 
became the first in a string of 
million-selling albums.
The success of the album “Te- 
jas” in 1976 spawned a world­
wide tour in which ZZ TOP
played to capacity crowds. A 
stage set featuring live buffalo, 
longhorn steers, buzzards and 
rattlesnakes was one of the most 
unusual ever devised._________
“Eliminator,” the title of ZZ 
T O P s Warner Bros, album and 
recent concert tour, was inspired 
by the trio’s interest in the sport 
of drag raomg. ̂ Appropriately, a 1 
gigantic likeness of their prize­
winning ’34  Ford coupe custom 
show  c a r  (d u b b ed  th e  
Eliminator) is one of their most 
impressive stage backdrops— 
and a fitting symbol for the 
group’s hard driving sound.
Reflecting on ZZ TOP’S suc­
cess and inimitable rock and 
blues style, Billy Gibbons says, 
.“We’re just three country boys 
who enjoy playing music that 
comes naturally to us. Our 
music makes you want to have a 
good time." And a good time is 
what thousands of rock fans 
across the country should be ex­
periencing as ZZ TO P shifts into 
high gear.Band members Billy Gibbons, Dusty Hill, and Frank Beard enjoy a cold one In Detroit.
C o M i l l
Mass
unication 
Department 
In Full Swing
by Matthew Schwartz
As academic years come and 
go in colleges throughout the 
country necessary changes are 
made to better a school’s pro­
gram, to make the education 
plan more complete. UB is no 
exception to this rule.
Well, now in its first full year 
after starting last semester 
University of Bridgeport Mass 
C om m u n ication , originally 
Joumalism/Communication is 
in full swing and the transition 
seems to be going well.
George Garrigues, now in his 
second full year at the helm of 
the Journalism department is 
where the credit is due. For it 
was Professor Garrigues who 
decided on the change. We can 
call it the Garrigues Proposal. 
“W e decided to have a name to 
show unity for the department, 
so we decided on Mass Com­
munication,” says Professor 
Garrigues. “The major emphasis 
is on Journalism, Advertising, 
and Public Relations.”
Why the change? As Pro­
fe sso r  G arrig u es puts it 
“Journalism /Com m unication 
wasn’t describing what we did 
and each major is different in 
their own way. This way we can 
be distinctive about each major 
and provide the necessary disci­
pline. We can now give out 
degrees in Journalism, Adverbs-^ 
ing and Public Relations.”
As UBMC comes into view so 
do new approaches and new 
classes. The new approach is 
simple—discipline for each of 
the separate majors. As for new
classes there are a few. Journal­
ism Styles and Usage is now a 
required course for all UBMC 
majors. This course precedes 
Mass Communication. A major 
change in Mass Communication 
this year is the required class 
“News Makers and News 
Events.” Professor Garrigues 
feels this was a necessary 
change because before the 
change Journalism students 
would go out looking for jobs 
within their major and the 
editors would complain that 
they didn’t know what they were 
talking about. “We’re deter­
mined to get the student even 
more involved. Now, we can 
give them a deeper knowledge 
which provides a better under­
standing,” says Professor Gar­
rigues. A minor change within 
MC is the establishment of Stu­
dent Organization. This class 
provides an activity credit for the 
clubs within MC.
Professor Garrigues feels the 
transition has been going 
smoothly with very few prob­
lems and he expects some “fine 
tuning” in the next couple of 
years.
What this big change stems 
from are th,e charges leveled by 
the accreditation committee 
when they were here in 1980 
to see if the Journalism Depart­
ment could be accredited. It was 
turned down at that time. Pro­
fessor Garrigues exclaims, “My 
goal is for the department to be 
accredited. I have a good pro­
duct to show.” A good product 
and change indeed.
Channel Thirteen Spotlight on Jazz
Severaf of the finest jazz musi­
cians in America, including Diz­
zy Gillespie, Marian McPartland 
and Buddy Rich, will be cap­
tured on film as they perform 
before a live audience and for 
THIRTEEN viewers as the sta­
tion continues its celebration of 
American music on its JAZZ 
TONIGHT series. The programs 
are broadcast Thursday even­
ings at 10 p .m.__
The first JAZZ TONIGHT 
presentation of the new season 
will be “Jazz in America” (Oc­
tober 13 at 9 :3 0  p .m .), featuring 
Dizzy Gillespie leading an octet 
through a four-song session at 
Concerts by the Sea in Redondo
Beach, California. Performing 
with him are aho saxophonist 
Paquito d’Rivera, guitarist Ed 
Sherry, pianist Valerie Capers, 
drummer Tom Campbell, trom­
bonist Tom Macintosh, Michael 
Howell on electric bass, and on 
acoustic bass, Ray Brown.
A menu of the world’s top jazz 
entertainers including Dizzy 
Gillespie, Buddy Rich and his 
band, Art Blakey and the Jazz 
Messengers, the Billy Taylor 
Trio, Wynton Marsalis and Fred­
dy Hubbard are among the 
extraordinary line-up of musi­
cians on “Jacksonville and All 
That Jazz” (October 20  at 9 :3 0  
p .m .)— The program will be
I , ' •
-hosted by Dr. Billy Taylor, 
renowned jazz musician, com­
poser and author. TH IRTEEN ' 
. will provide one-hour highlights 
of the day-long event.
THIRTEEN’s October music 
concert series is ushered out 
with The Monterey Jazz Festival 
. — (October 27  at 9 :3 0  p .m .).
, An unprecedented array of 
musicians, including Paul Des­
m ond, C hu ck  M an gione, 
Blood, Sweat and Tears, Dizzy 
Gillespie and Marian Mc­
Partland, gathered in 1975 in 
' Monterey, California, to enliven 
the stage at the Monterey Jazz 
Festival. This presentation will 
provide highlight coverage of 
the Festival.
OUTLET STORE Warnacct
MENS AND WOMENS APPAREL
1/2 . .  
‘ ORIGINAL TICKETED PRICE 
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
FANCY SHM ANCY we re no. I
Not a fancy store. Not a shm ancy  address.
Just our factory outlet located in the
industrial heart of Bridgeport. It’s  loaded
with our well known designer labels at
w h o le sa le  and even below
w h o le sa le  prices.
130 Gregory Street 
Bridgeport, Conn. 06602 
University Square— Exit 27-195
Mon., T i m s ., Wed., Fri„ Sat. 9:30-5:30; Thur*. 949-9:00; Sun. 12 -5:00
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Leaders Learning to  Lead
by Sue Zavadsky
The nervousness that often goes with new relation­
ships was more than evident in the main living room of 
Bear Rock Lodge last Friday evening. Most o f  us were 
new to our positions, and new to each other.
Student Leadership Retreat Weekend ’8 3  was coord­
inated, as it has been for more than 2 0  years, by Student 
Council and members of the UB Student Services staff. 
Leaders of UB student organizations were invited to 
spend a weekend together, away from campus and aH 
of its demands, to an informal peaceful hideaway in the 
mountains of southern Massachusetts.
Every few years there is an “outflux” of student 
leaders who graduate and make room for an “influx” of 
new leaders, who bring them enthusiasm, ambition and 
a touch of fright. 1983 is one of those years. Leaders 
new to their positions include, among many others. Stu­
dent Council President Chris Dickey, SCBO D  President 
Pete Maye, and RHA President Kathy Hickey.
Each leader also brought his or her own idiosyncratic 
inhibitions about what to expect from a retreat, and what 
is expected. Chris Dickey brought his instinctive distrust 
for small animals, fluffy or slithery; Pete Maye brought 
his isolationist tendency, which was made evident 
through a questionable attachment to his Sony 
Walkman; and Doug Swift, Scribe co-managing editor, 
demonstrated his discomfort with human contact by 
paddling away from voices in the mist over Bear Rock 
Lake instead of toward them.
A crash course in “ice breaking” techniques on Friday 
evening and Saturday morning began to dissolve the 
uneasiness found in the fact that most of us were 
strangers. “Mr. Potato Head” was an idea created by no 
one who would admit to it, which involved dressing up a 
raw potato to signify each leader’s true self—a unique 
exercise, to say the least.
After struggling with the decision on Saturday morn­
ing whether to take an ice-cold shower or to take serious 
chances with new friendships, it was time to get down to 
business. Leaders shared goals wtth each other and with 
the Student services Staff members. Ginny Hughes, a
retreat coordinator and a UB counselor, presided over 
the discussion. A goal shared by all leaders was to 
generate cooperation and communication between stu­
dent organizations to better serve students, faculty and 
administration.
Okay, so we knew what we wanted. How to go about 
getting what we wanted was the next step. At this point, 
the organizations were grouped with other “like” 
organizations and began their cooperation by “brain­
storming” and choosing the “how to’s” of achieving our 
goals, with the assistance of staff members.
All right, so we knew how to achieve our goals. But 
after several hours of toiling over ideas and prospects, 
our real goal was lunch and a canoeing expedition. Two 
avid explorers discovered a small island off the coast of 
Bear Rock Lake, but were soon overthrown by pirates. 
Captain Garrett Scott-Miller, Commuter Senate presi­
dent, and first mate Eric Prinz, Student Council vice 
president, claimed the land within minutes of its 
discovery. Marc Weisenfeld, Student Council executive 
assistant, enjoyed a leisurely rowboat ride while three 
determined women struggled to find “the lagoon.” Dean 
of Student Life Jackie Benamati found the courage to 
venture onto the misty waters, if paddling 20  feet from 
shore can be termed “venturesome.” Paul DeGennaro, 
Assistant Dean of Student Life, conquered the icy 
waters with Tim Kelley, Science and Engineering 
senator, and John Visconti, A&H senator, by plunging 
whole-heartedly into the lake. DeGennaro found it 
necessary to wear a hood over his head for most of the 
remainder of the day, claiming he was cold. It is 
suspected he was embarrassed at being seen in shorts.
The rest of the afternoon and evening were left to pin­
pointing individual problems within organizations. 
Workshop sessions were held on “Decision Making- 
Impulse or Plan,” conducted by Ginny Hughes; “Get 
Em, Activate ‘Em, Keep ‘Em Coming,” a discussion on 
recruitment and motivation, conducted by Dave 
Fogone, the new Pub manager. Marilyn Gordon, direc­
tor erf campus information, gave leaders ideas on 
memo-writing and finding essential information, and en­
titled the session “Did you Pruf Reed that Memo?” Paul 
DeGennaro and Norma Abrams, director of financial 
aid, advised leaders on surviving budget cuts in a session 
called “What, No $ left for Toilet Paper?”, and Ginny 
Hughes advised leaders on the ever-present problem of 
time management, calling the session “You Have All the 
Time There Is.”
By 9  o’clock on Saturday evening, the atmosphere of 
the retreat hfed transformed from insecure anticipation of 
learning leadership skills to an energetic air of optimism, 
accomplishment, camaraderie, and “yes, we can do a 
hell of a lot for this campus.” Courageous Chris Dickey 
had actually entered the outdoor life, strolling down to 
the lakeshore and daring raccoons and snakes to make 
themselves seen, and Pete Maye had begun to share his 
Walkman.
Students were given an opportunity to ask the panel 
of staff members about concerns that had not been 
previously covered. Tim Kelley noted that there are 
some problems on campus that they, as administrators 
and “employees” of the University are powerless to ad­
dress, but that we, as students and “consumers” can ad­
dress. Kelley asked what the staff wants to see students 
do.
Marilyn Gordon, Director of Campus Information, 
suggested that students be conscious of keeping UB pro­
perty (i.e., dorms, furniture, etc.) undamaged. Other 
staff members agreed that students should respect cam­
pus property.
Paul DeGennaro suggested that students who are 
concerend about the drinking age hike, actively lobby in 
protest. He admitted that it is unlikely that the drinking 
age would be lowered, but students might foster some 
kind of change.
Dave Fagone suggested students lobby to have the 
Student Center bowling alley converted to an arcade 
and Bob Kisiel, student activities director, suggested s a c *  
ing the University five thousand doUaft bjr assuming the 
responsibility of chopping up the pink information desk 
in the Student Center and removing it ourselves. Any 
volunteers?
Tim Kelley, Science and Engineering senator, tak­
ing in the mountain peace. Photo by Doug Sw ift
Eric Prinz and Chris Dickey sharing Coundrs 
h°Pe#- Photo by Bob K isiel
the many newcomers to UB leadership.
Photo by Doug Sw ift
U B student leaders getting down to business. Photo by Bob K isiel UB student leaders getting down to business. Photo by Bob K isiel
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National Defense Lecture
The UB Women’s Forum in­
vites you to National Defense: 
Th? Knowledge Gap. Sheila 
Tobias, educator, lecturer and 
co-author of “What Kind of 
Guns Are They Buying For 
Your Butter? A Beginner’s 
Guide to Defense, Weaponry, 
and Military Spending,” will of-, 
fer plain talk about understand­
ing our national security.
The Forum will be held in the 
Recital Hall of Bernhard Center
on Tuesday, October 11, begin­
ning at 6 :3 0  p.m ., and admis­
sion is free for everyone.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
&
THROUGH THE AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITY
The Washington Semester & Study Abroad 
Programs of the American University offer semesters in:
j l l l  I  Focus on seminars with politicians and de-
I A n / G w *  *  ciston-makers in various British political and aco- 
| '  nomic institutions. Includes a  course on British cui-
IT ”  ture, homestsys, and Internship wWh members  ot Parla ment
■ or media organizations.
t j j*m
or Intemat
In conjunction with Denmark's International 
Study Program at the University of Copenhagen, 
the program offers curriculum in General Liberal Arts 
rn ional Business. Homestays or (Collegium.
Courses In Art, Architecture, FHm, Litera­
ture, Language, etc. Includes seminars with de­
cision-makers, fHm personalities, artists, corporate 
executives at various sites in and around Rome. Excur­
sions and trips to Greece, Florence, and Pompeii included. 
Apartment living arranged by the program.
multinatior
Focus on the European Community and 
NATO. Includes seminars with decision-makers, 
homestays, excursions and trips. Internships with 
l i i nal corporations.
Courses are taught in English. Most programs offered in either 1984 
Spring Term or 1984 FaHTefm.
Similar Programs that focus on Seminars and Internships are Also Available In 
Washington, D.C.
For further Information, contact: Dr. David C. Brown, Dean, Washington 
Semester and Study Abroad Programs, The American University, Washington, 
D.C. 20016
Ptsass rush me Monnatlan on the Study Abroad Programs. 
Name:__________________________________________
Addmaa:,
CHy .S ta te :. .Z IP  code:.
r fo y rim  irm n raii |iimn o i iota pw asbi
MJL
■ t
fSSTi *•!» VAiilfn,
* ♦
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH. INC.
Time Is ®  
Running Out
TEST
PREPARATION 
BOOKS
Latest Editions!
Practice tests identical to actual tests 
in format scope, time frame and level 
of difficulty to insure your exam-readi­
ness. All questions are answered in 
detail.
Complete review material in each 
book, plus many new features never 
before included in a test preparation 
book.
=_ Barnes and Noble Book Store
University of Bridgeport Women’s Forum
invites you to
National Defense:
The Knowldege Gap
Plain talk about understanding Our national security 
with
SHEILA TOBIAS
educator, lecturer, and co-author “What Kind of Guns Are They Buying for Your 
Butter? A Beginner’s Guide to Defense, Weaponry, and Military Spending.”
Tuesay, O ctober 11, 6 :3 0  p.m.
Recital Hail
Arnold Bprnhard Arts & Humanities Center
(com er of Iranistan and University avenues)
Apmle well-lit parking space ,
Free Admission i
UB students, faculty, staff and the general public
Reception and refreshments 
Sponsored by the Johnson-Mellon Fund
IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK 
ABOUT ARMY ROIC?
CO NTACT TH E  
ROTC STAFF  
AT 576-4584
It's the perfect time.
You're a freshman, right? And you want 
to make college a real learning experience? 
Well.ROTC can add a valuable 
dimension to your college education. A  
dimension o f leadership and manage­
ment training. And thatll make your 
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and 
financial opportunities, too.
Plus, the opportunity to graduate 
with a commission and 
begin your future as an 
officer.
For more informa­
tion. contact your 
Professor o f Military 
Science.
ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
UNIV. OF BRIDGEPORT
ROOM 22, 
MARINA HALL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
*  *
S Bring your $
I  m ug |
♦every tuesday*
m *  
j  K Jn g sm ea J
♦  pub *
1  12 Main St., Bpt. *
♦  Hear U.B. Campus ♦
♦  336-2733 *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Lafayette
Spirit
Shoppe
Right next to 
Conn. Nat'l Bank
Come see Tommy 
about our 
monthly specials!
always something new and exciting 
♦CALL 334-2370
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UB NAMES NEW WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL COACH
Just how do you turn a team 
around, then keep them climb­
ing season after season? Don 
Faust, newly appointed coach of 
the University of Bridgeport 
women’s basketball team, has 
the answer.
First of all, says Faust, you 
cement the relationship between 
player and coach. “Once a 
player feels important, once a 
team has respect and a belief in 
their leader, they’ll give you a lot 
more from the floor,” he notes.
And he should know. As a 
former coach of the Norwalk 
High School women’s basketball 
team, he led his girls to victory 
seven years in a row, topping 
the state records with 59  con­
secutive wins. The team won 
three FCIAC championships, 
were State Finalists for three
years and made State Cham­
pions in 1981.
Faust’s claim-to-fame at Nor­
walk was defense and that’s 
where hell be placing emphasis 
with the U B team  as well. “My 
philosophy is this — defense 
sparks offense.- You score off 
turnovers and breaks created 
from pressure defense,” he 
notes. His system has worked 
and Faust boasts a hard-to-beat 
coaching record of 143-22. Last 
year, he was named New York 
Daily News Coach of the Year.
Faust is a graduate of the 
University of Bridgeport and 
Fairfield University, where he 
received a Masters Degree in 
Education in 1970. He received 
his Bachelor of Arts from the 
University of Connecticut, 
Stamford Division, in 1968.
While studying at UCONN, 
Faust played basketball with the 
Industrial League Champions at 
Clairol. He also played one year 
of semi-pro basketball with the 
Stamford YMCA.
Flag Football
This year’s intramural sports 
program is well under way. The 
flag football season began on 
Monday, September 26 , 1983. 
Ten teams are officially entered 
in this year’s league. First game 
winners included the Schine 69  
ers, The Boys, Heart Light, 
Malicious Intent and the Case 
Notes. Results of the second 
games played on September 28, 
were the Schine 69ers over 
Silicon 6-0 , Heart Light over 
Malicious Intent 13-6, U.B. 
Ballbusting Barristers over the 
Boys 1 6 -0 , Bondage and 
Discipline over Case Notes
This season’s first intramural 
tennis tournament will take 
place this weekend, October 
7-9 , at the Wheeler Recreation 
C en te r. B oth  m en ’s and 
women’s singles will be played.
Season Opens
•  STANDINGS
T E A M W-L G.B.
Sch in e 69 ers 2 -0 _
Heart Light 2 L 2 -0 _
Malicious Intent 1-1 1
C ase N otes « 1-1 1
T h e Boys 1-1 1
Sch ine 1-1 1
Bondage and 
Discipline 1-1 1
U .B . Ballbusting 
Barris 1-1 1
Silicon 0 -2 2
Capital
Punishm ent 0 -2 2
13-0, and Schine over Capital 
Punishment 8-0.
Don’t forget the Intramural 
Golf Tournament on October 
15. There is still time to sign up 
in the W heeler Recreation 
Center.
Intramural Tournaments
PRACTICAL MARKETING EXPERIENCE
Do you need practical 
marketing experience? Enter the 
Philip Morris Marketing/Com­
munications Competition. For 
the 15th year, Philip Morris in­
vites students to research any of 
its non-tobacco products/oper­
ations and submit a marketing/ 
communications proposal that 
could succeed in today’s com­
petitive business world.
To enter, students currently 
enrolled in accredited colleges or 
junior colleges should prepare 
projects under the supervision of 
a faculty member or a recog­
nized campus professional soci­
ety. Committee size should be 
three or more at the undergrad- 
uate level and two or more at the 
graduate level. Student ideas 
must relate to the non-tobacco 
products or operations of Philip 
Morris, which include The 
Seven-Up Company, Miller 
Brewing Company, Philip Mor­
ris Industrial, Oregon Freeze Dry 
Foods, Inc., Lindeman Wines, 
and Mission Viejo Company.
Winning teams in both the 
graduate and undergraduate 
categories will receive first place 
awards of $ 2 ,0 0 0 , second place 
awards of $ 1 ,0 0 0 , and third 
place awards of $500 . Repre­
sentatives from the winning 
teams will join their faculty ad- 
visors as guests at Philip Morris 
World Headquarters in New 
York City, where they will pre­
sent their projects to the judges i 
and Philip Morris executives.
“Working on the campaign, 
has given us insight into the 
problems ecountered and chal­
lenges met in a real business 
situation. We have gained first­
hand experience in applying 
academic theory to the develop­
ment of a complete marketing 
campaign,” wrote Melinda Sim­
mons, captain of the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison team 
(Special Merit Award 1983).
Projects might focus on mar­
keting, advertising, public rela- ’ 
tions, government relations, ur­
ban affairs, economics, etc. For 
example, student teams may 
wish to develop a new advertis­
ing campaign for Lowenbrau 
beer, reposition Diet 7UP in the
marketplace, design a new 
import-export plan for Linde­
man Wines, prepare a corporate 
image program for Philip Morris, 
arrange a series of public rela­
tions community events for Mis­
sion Viejo Company, market a 
new product within the product 
lines of PM*s present com­
panies, or focus on a related 
issue of interest to the team.
Participation in the competi­
tion offers students valuable 
business experience while they 
are still in school. The written 
proposals, layouts, storyboards, 
videotapes or cassettes that they 
produce will be excellent port­
folio entries and will illustrate 
their talents and motivation to 
prospective employers.
“This project had much to do 
with my success in finding a job 
in these impossible times. With 
it, i could show agencies that I 
was truly interested in advertis­
ing and marketing to put in the 
time and energy for such a pro­
ject,” wrote Debra Weekley, 
member o f ' the University of 
Missouri team (Undergraduate 
First Place Award 1982).
Entries, due on January 13, 
1984, are judged by a dis­
tinguished panel of communica­
tions experts: John C. Burton, 
Dean of the Columbia Graduate 
School of Business; Louis T. 
Hagopian, Chairman of NW 
Ayer ABH International; Mary 
Wells Lawrence, Chairman of 
Wells, Rich, Greene; William 
Ruder, President of William 
Ruder Incorporated; Jam es C. 
Bowling, Senior Vice President 
and Director of Corporate Af­
fairs of Philip Morris Inc.; John 
T. Landry, Senior Vice Presi­
dent and Director of Marketing 
of Philip Morris Inc.; and John 
A. Murphy, Group Executive 
Vice President of Philip Morris 
Inc. and Chairman and CEO of 
Miller Brewing Company.
Students interested in enter­
ing the 15th Annual Philip Mor­
ris Marketing/Communications 
Competition should write to the 
Competition Coordinator; Deir- 
dre Waitt, Philip Morris Incor­
porated, 120 Park Avenue,, 
New York, New York, 10017 or
D ud w riw  btrr. W t fcno*., 
ltr which co ils  to  much 
rood Aqtinq products a  /, 
D non w ill find in no olht,
call 2T 2-880-4121.
Philip Morris Incorporated in­
cludes Philip Morris U .S .A ., 
w hose m ajor brands are 
Marlboro—the number one sell­
ing cigarette in the U .S .A ., and 
the world—Benson & Hedges 
100’s; Merit, Virginia Slims, 
Parliament Lights, and Players; 
PhilipMQrris International which
manufactures and markets a 
variety of cigarette brands 
through affiliates, licensees, and 
export sales organizations, and 
manages Seven-Up Interna­
tional’s operations; Miller Brew­
ing Company, brewer of Miller 
High Life, Lite, Lowenbrau, and 
Magnum brands; The Seven-Up 
Company, producer of 7UP,
Diet 7UP and LIKE cola in the 
United States, Canada, and 
Puerto Rico; Philip Morris In­
dustrial, which makes tissues, 
specialty papers, and packaging 
materials; and Mission Viejo 
C o m p a n y ,  a co mm u n it y  
development  comp any  in 
Southern California and Col­
orado.
Budweiser.
K I N G  O F  B E E R S e
ATHLETE OF THE W H K
William Manning
is our Budweiser Athlete of 
the W eek for his overhall 
hustle and exceptional play. 
Manning has to his credit 
one goal and four assists.
Manning is a  freshman 
student from M assapequa, 
N .Y . He plays Mid-field. *
